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Parental Web Browser is a new web browser designed to keep your children safe online. Designed for users of all ages, it is the
first browser to offer the features below. Customisable icons: Change the toolbar icons of the browser. (You must submit your

icons to iWare-UK for submission. We will then host the submitted icons so all of our customers can use them) Fresh User
Interface: Our new design makes Parental Web Browser easier to use and nicer to look at. Tabbed browsing: The browser

contains a tabbed browsing feature that enables more than one site to be open in the same window. Built-in pop-up blocker: The
browser contains a pop-up blocker that ensures that pop-ups will not appear, unless authorised by the user. Check-in time

display: View the time remaining before the session is locked (Time limits can be configured for personal preference).
Automatic viewing of secure sites: The browser will automatically add secure sites to your allowed sites list. Internet monitor:

The new Internet monitor feature ensures that your child can only view content over the Internet from the parental web
browser. Allowing only content from selected sites: When you are logged into the management console, you can set which sites
you want your children to be able to view. If the site is already blocked by the browser, the browser will not allow the content to

appear. This feature can help prevent your children from browsing unwanted sites. Built-in pop-up blocker: The browser
contains a pop-up blocker that ensures that pop-ups will not appear, unless authorised by the user. Parents and children are left

in peace! Parental Web Browser: The new parental web browser enables users to easily prevent their children from viewing
content over the Internet. The browser also controls all other web browsers and web-enabled applications to ensure that you and

your child are left in peace. Online services: In the parental web browser, set how much of the Internet your children can see
and what content they can view. The browser will automatically adapt to the age of each individual user. This means that your
children will be left in peace while you browse the web. Parental Web Browser: Allowing content to be displayed from sites

you do not want your children to view is easy. Parental Web Browser will only allow content from these sites to appear to your
children. Minimal content: Parental Web Browser will not contain any
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Designed for people of all ages, Parental Web Browser is a web browser that enables parents to filter and control what their
children can see and do over the Internet. The browser also controls external browsers and web-enabled applications to help

keep your children safe online. You can let your children browse freely with the comfort of knowing that they can't view
anything you don't want them to. Filtering content can be updated quickly and easily, via the 'Online Services' area in the

browser. The browser monitors the age of each individual user and adapts accordingly. Age groups: Assign each user to a preset
age group. Each age group can be configured individually. When the user becomes a year older, the browser will automatically
change the age group of the user and adapt their settings accordingly. To decrease the risks of RSI, the parental web browser

includes a session timing feature that will automatically lock the session after a preset amount of time. This means that the user
must take a 15 minute break before returning to their session (time limits can be configured for personal preference).

Individual user accounts: Each user will have their own, personal user account. When the browser launches, the user is required
to 'Login' to their account. Their personal settings (themes, history, favourites etc.) will be loaded to the browser and the last
page they viewed will automatically launch. This means that parent can browse through the sites each child has visited with

ease. User management: The 'Users and Accounts' console provides a centralized area to manage all of your users. Here you can
view the pages each user has visited, change their password, delete the account and also change options for all users (for

example, session time limits). Management Console: The Management Console is used to assign allowed or denied sites to each
individual age group. You can also block sites containing specific words or phrases and also images or flash content. This

console is designed for centralising all of you browsing management requirements. Reporting features: If you have found a site,
word or phrase that has not been blocked by the browser, you can use this feature to inform us. We will then ensure that all

content we are informed of is available to our customers to quickly and easily add to their denied sites or language filters. This
effective tools can prevent users around the world from viewing unwanted sites. Fresh User Interface: The fresh, new design is

adaptable for people of all ages. Friendly new pop-up menus make the browser easier to 1d6a3396d6
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Parental Web Browser is a web browser that is designed for the younger generation (children) and is specifically for parents
wanting to maintain control over what their children are allowed to view over the Internet. With all the features of a standard
browser, Parental Web Browser provides the following: Built-in filtering The browser includes a built-in filtering system that
allows parents to control what their children can see and do over the Internet. Parents can assign users to preset age groups,
block content by word, phrase, file extension or link to protect children from viewing unwanted content, and also block web
enabled applications. User Management The browser comes with 5 preset age groups that can be easily changed to suit each
user. Parental Web Browser will assign a default home page and password and every user has their own personal user account.
You can also easily manage the user accounts, and delete the account. Built-in Parental Controle Panel The browser includes a
built-in parental control panel, which allows parents to easily control the children's surfing sessions. The panel displays statistics
of the child's surfing session. Tabbed Browsing The browser comes with tabbed browsing enabled, which means that more than
one site can be open in the same browser window. This enables you to quickly switch between sites in the same window and
provides convenience to the user. Tab Styling The browser allows you to change the toolbar icons to make the browser easier to
use. Integrated Pop-Up Blocker The browser contains an integrated pop-up blocker which ensures that unwanted pop-ups do
not appear. This is especially useful for you and your child when browsing through websites containing unwanted language.
Privacy Protection When browsing through websites, you can view the page title and address bar. However, the browser
prevents the content of the page from being viewed (including the domain names of the website and the content of the page).
Tabbed Browsing Tabbed browsing, which is included in the Parental Web Browser, is an advanced feature that enables you to
have more than one site open in the same window. Automatic Viewing of Secure Sites To ensure that your child can only view
content over the Internet from the parental web browser, this new feature will automatically add secure sites to your allowed
sites list. This will decrease the time spent in configuring secure sites. Description: Parental Web Browser 2 is a web browser
that is designed for the younger generation (children) and is specifically for parents
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System Requirements For Parental Web Browser:

Ports: SteamOS: Windows: macOS: Linux: Linux X: *Dedicated servers can be up to 20 times the client limit, please contact
your dedicated server provider. If you have any problems with the download link or installing it from Steam, please follow the
instructions below: [1.4.2] Release Notes: General: - Shortened installer: - If you have trouble with the setup
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